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The paper 
introduces a 
data security 
challenge

How were 
these framed?



The confinement problem

“The customer will want to ensure that the 
service cannot access (i.e. read or modify) 
any of his data except those items to which 
he explicitly grants access”



Context: 
computing in 
the 1970s…



Concern was about leaking 
confidential data, not correctness

Can you remember the seven ways of leaking data?



Concern was about leaking 
confidential data, not correctness
0. Leak via shared memory
1. Write data to a permanent file
2. Write data to a temporary file
3. Send data via IPC
4. Encode data in the bill for service
5. Encode data through write-locks on files
6. Artificially modulate system resource usage



Proposed soln: use confinement 
to block explicit sharing

Three properties suggested:
• A confined program must be memoryless
• A confined program must make no calls to any 

other (unconfined) program
• A trustworthy supervisor

What does a trustworthy supervisor need to do?



Side channels and covert channels 
are described

“Examples 5 and 6 show that it is hard to write a 
trustworthy supervisor, since some of the paths by 
which information can leak out from a supervisor are 
quite subtle and obscure. The remainder of this note 
argues that it is possible … It is necessary to 
enumerate them all and then block each one”



The structure and content of a 
paper and a talk may differ

Paper structure
• Introduction
• The Problem
• Confinement Rules
• Summary

You don’t need to explain 
all the detail: focus on 
the important ideas



What doesn’t the paper talk 
about?



What doesn’t the paper talk 
about?
• Programming-language security
• Attacker models
• Cryptography
• Computer networking
• Anonymous users
• Mobile and cyber-physical systems



Was the work novel at the time?

• Lampson, B.W. Dynamic protection structures. Proc. 
AFIPS 1969 FJCC, Vol. 35, AFIPS Press, pp.27-38.
• Schroeder, M.D., and Saltzer, J.H. A Hardware 

Architecture for implementing protection rings. 
Comm. ACM 15,3 (Mar. 1972), 157-170.



Possible talk structure
• Historical context: who, what, why? 1 min

• Interpreting and explaining terminology 2
• Ideas found in the paper 7

• The overall challenge
• Ways data might leak
• Confinement

• Under explored ideas present at the time 2
• Papers cited and other ideas at the time 1
• Changes which have occurred since publication 2
• In what ways is the work (in)valid today? 2

(total: 17 mins)



What were 
the most 
interesting 
ideas in this 
paper?


